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The Laws of Spirit is a parable by Dan Millman, best-selling author of Way of the Peaceful Warrior,

that explores the mystery of existence and the spiritual laws that shape the direction, meaning, and

path of each person's life. While on a mountain hike, Dan Millman encounters a woman of great

wisdom who takes him on an odyssey of spiritual discovery. Through stories, tests and experiences

in the wilderness, she explains the fundamental laws of: balance, choice, process, presence,

compassion, faith, expectation, integrity, action, cycles, surrender, and unity. The Laws of Spirit

illuminates keys to inner peace and hidden potential that lead to a deeper sense of meaning,

connection, and harmony with all of creation. It is a book that will become a friend on any readers

journey through life.
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Former world-champion athlete turned best-selling author (The Way of the Peaceful Warrior and

Secret of the Peaceful Warrior), Dan Millman proffers his latest book, The Laws of Spirit, in that

time-honored form of storytelling, the parable. In a series of fictional allegorical tales, Millman is

taken on a tour of wild forest and mountain habitats by a shaman-like wise woman he meets in a

mountainside cove. Together they explore and observe nature and her creatures who show them

much about principles such as faith, compassion, choice, action and surrender. A modern-day

oracle of uplifting wisdom, this little book aims to open the heart and enlighten the mind. -- Body,

Mind, Spirit magazine, January 1996Millman's parable of a wise woman and laws of spirit which



help to make life work smoothly contains gentle reflection and spiritual education for all who consult

his title. The laws of spirit are at the basis of all religious traditions: Millman's outline documents their

importance. -- Midwest Book ReviewMillman, the author of Way of the Peaceful Warrior, has

another likely bestseller in his latest book. The fictional story begins with the author/hero taking a

walk in the mountains and meeting a wise woman who leads him on a journey to places not

connected by our understanding of spatial reality. Along this journey, she teaches our hero some

simple spiritual principles, such as The Law of Balance, The Law of Integrity, The Law of Action.

Each of the twelve laws is illustrated by coupling the heros simple ignorance with the wise woman's

storytelling. Readers who have enjoyed Millman's other books will certainly want this one; his easy

conversational style is still engaging. -- NAPRA ReVIEW, Fall 1995

While hiking in the mountains, Millman encounters a mysterious woman sage who invites him on "a

mission of great importance". Over the course of several days and nights, she uses the mountain

wilderness as a means to reveal the "laws that make life work". The Law of Spirit represents

Millman's most accessible and far-reaching vision of spiritual growth to date. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This is one of the best books I've ever read concerning spiritual laws and ideas. I think I'll have to

read it a few times to fully grasp all the concepts, but I was surprised at how, while reading it, it

actually fit what is currently going on in my life. I expect, this may be one of the gifts I give for

Christmas this year. As more people come to understand and practice these ideas and principles,

our world will be transformed.

I'm taking a class at my church; we are using "The Laws of the Spirit" as a text. We have wonderful

discussions. This book takes basic principles of successful living, and in the form of 'shadowed

icons/ mystical characters,' wise insights are imparted to the reader. One of the characters is a wise

cat. I love cats. They have so much wisdom for the rest of us.

"The Laws of Spirit" is a wonderful tale through which the author has woven 12 essential laws to live

by - laws that, when brought to our awareness, and utilized, can literally change your life!The story

is based around a man who has recently begun both a physical & spiritual journey, and the sage he

meets along the way. This sage teaches him about each of the 12 laws, providing wonderful

examples & showing him how to apply each one to every-day life.I love that each "law" is explained



in "down-to-earth" language and that, due to the examples given, it becomes quite easy to see how

they can be used to better our lives on a day-to-day basis."The Laws of Spirit" is a relatively small

book, as it can easily be read in 1 or 2 sittings. However, I would suggest either keeping the book

handy so that you can re-read it, or taking some notes so that you can easily be reminded of the

many insights given. (I chose to take notes, so it took me a little bit longer to finish the book - but I

now have the info. I need to put into practice all that I learned).Overall, I would highly recommend

this book to anyone interested in spirituality & personal growth. It's an easy, interesting read, that is

jam packed with wonderful insights.

I am a bit confused. Still at beginning and as reading it it sounds like a fairy tale... I hope d more I

read it it will make more sense...

I gift friends with copies! A great purchas price & delivery!Thanks!

This book is wonderful. it contains all of the spiritual principles I believe in. It is well written and

succinct.

This is now one of my favorite books of all time. The language is exquisite and soothes my soul. In

addition, the wisdom contained within this small, but powerful, book is right on.

Great message in the story. Easy to read. Would definitely recommend
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